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NEW ESTIMATES FOR MULTILEVEL
ALGORITHMS INCLUDING THE V-CYCLE

JAMES H. BRAMBLE AND JOSEPH E. PASCIAK

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to provide new estimates for certain

multilevel algorithms. In particular, we are concerned with the simple additive

multilevel algorithm discussed recently together with J. Xu and the standard

V-cycle algorithm with one smoothing step per grid. We shall prove that these

algorithms have a uniform reduction per iteration independent of the mesh sizes

and number of levels, even on nonconvex domains which do not provide full

elliptic regularity. For example, the theory applies to the standard multigrid V-

cycle on the L-shaped domain, or a domain with a crack, and yields a uniform

convergence rate. We also prove uniform convergence rates for the multigrid

V-cycle for problems with nonuniformly refined meshes. Finally, we give a

new multigrid approach for problems on domains with curved boundaries and

prove a uniform rate of convergence for the corresponding multigrid V-cycle

algorithms.

1. Introduction

In recent years, multigrid methods have been used extensively to efficiently

solve the discrete equations which arise in the numerical approximation of par-

tial differential equations (see the references in [13, 18, 21]). In conjunction,

there has been intensive research into the theoretical understanding of the con-

vergence properties of these methods (cf. [2, 3, 6, 7, 9-12, 18, 20, 21]). In this
paper, we present a new general theory based on two assumptions which are

different from those made in earlier works. By using the new theory, we are

able to derive some surprising uniform convergence bounds for a number of
problems. The earlier theories suggested that the rates of convergence for these

applications deteriorated as the number of multigrid levels increased.

Previously, there were two general approaches for proving convergence of

multigrid algorithms. The first was based on the so-called regularity and ap-
proximation assumption [7]. The verification of this hypothesis used both the

approximation properties of the discrete method as well as the regularity prop-

erties of the approximated partial differential equation. The theory of [7, 16]

only provides a uniform convergence rate for the V-cycle algorithm in the case
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of full elliptic regularity. It gives a deteriorating estimate, for example, in the

case of an L-shaped domain or a domain with a crack boundary.

The second general approach is based solely on approximation and is given

in [9, 12]. The "no regularity" theory gives rise to estimates which deteriorate

at least linearly with the number of levels in the multigrid scheme.

In contrast, the theory developed in this paper uses two assumptions. The first

assumption replaces the regularity and approximation assumption by a much

weaker inequality on the whole space (see (3.1)). As we will demonstrate, this

inequality often can be verified in applications where full elliptic regularity fails
to hold. In [22], this assumption was shown to hold for the standard application

using Besov space arguments. In this paper, we show that the estimate can be

verified in this case using regularity properties of elliptic problems which depend

only on the domain.

The second assumption is that the underlying discrete operator should be

appropriately small when restricted to coarser grid spaces (see (3.5)). This as-
sumption was motivated by an inequality proved by Zhang [23] for the standard

application. Zhang's proof used local arguments. In this paper, we provide a

more general approach, which has been successfully applied even in cases with

nonlocal operators (cf. [4, 10]).

We provide a general theory which shows how the rate of convergence of

multigrid algorithms can be bounded in terms of the constants appearing in

these two new assumptions. We will give three applications showing that the

general theory can be used to prove stronger convergence estimates for V-cycle

algorithms. The first applies the general theory to second-order uniformly ellip-

tic problems in ¿/-dimensional Euclidean space. We will show that the V-cycle

algorithm, with only one smoothing per grid per iteration, leads to a uniformly
convergent algorithm independent of the number of levels. This is true on the

L-shaped domain and domains with a crack boundary. In addition, these re-

sults are valid for both the additive (multilevel) and multiplicative (standard

multigrid) form of the algorithm.
The second application involves an example with a general mesh refinement.

The best earlier results known for this problem were given in [9] and [12], where

it was shown that the convergence rate for the additive and multiplicative algo-

rithms could deteriorate at worst at a rate of X-c/J2 and X-c/J, respectively.
Here, J is the number of levels and c is a positive constant independent of

the number of levels. Applying the general theory developed in this paper, we

prove, for instance, that the convergence rate for the V-cycle for this example

is bounded uniformly below one, independently of J .

The final example applies to domains with curved boundaries. We construct

a simple set of nested multilevel spaces and show that our general theory may

be used to prove uniform estimates for the additive multilevel schemes and

that the V-cycle multigrid scheme (with one smoothing step per grid) has an
associated contraction number bounded uniformly below one.

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Following [7], we
provide a general framework for the development of multilevel algorithms in §2.

Section 3 provides a general theory for the analysis of these algorithms based on

the new assumptions mentioned above. Section 4 verifies the new assumptions

in the case of the quasi-uniform finite element approximation. The theorems

of §3 then give new convergence estimates for this application.  The case of
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mesh refinement is considered in §5. Application of the new theory also leads

to uniform convergence estimates. Finally, we consider a multigrid algorithm

for domains with curved boundaries in §6. Again, uniform rates of convergence
are proven.

2. General additive and multiplicative multigrid algorithms

Following [7], we first give a general framework for the development of multi-

grid algorithms in this section. We next define the additive and multiplicative
versions of the multigrid algorithms. The additive version provides a precon-

ditioner for the resulting operator. The multiplicative algorithm also gives rise

to a preconditioner which can be used in a simple linear iteration (the standard

multigrid approach) or as a convergence accelerator in a conjugate gradient it-

eration. For convenience, the algorithms are presented in an abstract Hilbert

space setting. The results most naturally apply to finite element multigrid al-

gorithms but can also be applied to certain formulations of finite difference
multigrid algorithms.

Let us assume that we are given a nested sequence of finite-dimensional vector

spaces

Mx c M2 c ••• c Mj.

Associated with this sequence, we assume that we are given additional sub-

spaces, Mi ç Mj for i = 2,3,... , J. The multilevel algorithms will involve

smoothing only on the subspaces {M¡} . In addition, let A(-, •) and (•, •) be

symmetric positive definite bilinear forms on Mj . Let ||-|| denote the norm

corresponding to (•,•)• We shall study multigrid algorithms for the solution of
the problem: Given f € Mj , find v e Mj satisfying

(2.1) A(v ,</>) = (f, <t>)      for all 0e Mj.

The multigrid algorithms are described in terms of auxiliary operators. For

k = X, ... , J , define the operator Ak : Mk h-> Mk by

(2.2) (Akw, 4>) = A(w, 4>)      for all <j> e Mk.

The operator Ak is clearly symmetric (in both the A(-, •) and (•, •) inner

products) and positive definite. Also define the orthogonal projectors Pk , Qk :

Mj ►-► Mk by
A(Pkw , 4>) = A(w, 4>)       for all <j) e Mk ,

and

(Qkw ,4>) = (w, 4>)      for all <j) e Mk.

With Mk replaced by Mk, the operators Ak, Pk, and Qk are defined
analogously. It is easy to check the fundamental identity Q¡Ak = A¡P¡ whenever

I < k. This and the analogous identity QkAk = AkPk will be used in various
places throughout this paper.

Equation (2.1) can then be rewritten

(2.3) Ajuj = f

Both the additive and multiplicative (standard) versions of the multigrid algo-

rithms can be thought of as defining an operator Bj : Mj \-^ Mj which approx-

imately inverts Aj . The goal of the analysis is to provide estimates for either

the spectrum of BjAj or an appropriate norm of I - BjAj .
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To introduce smoothing into the multigrid algorithms, we shall use "generic"

smoothing operators Rk: Mk r-> Mk, for k = 2, ... , J. Examples of these

operators are given in [6]. The properties which they satisfy will be discussed in

the subsequent analysis. We set Rx = A\~x , i.e., we solve on the coarsest space.

The additive multigrid preconditioner is then defined by

j

(2.4) Bj = Y,RkQk.
k=l

To analyze the above preconditioner, we must provide estimates for the spec-

trum of the operator

j
(2.5) BaJAj = YJTk,

k=l

where Tk = RkQkAj = RkAkPk. Note that TX=P\.
We shall always take Rk to be symmetric with respect to the (•, •) inner

product when used in the additive algorithm. This implies that Rk = RkQk

and hence Tk = RkAkPk . This also results in a symmetric operator Bj . In

general, preconditioned iterative techniques for symmetric problems are much

more effective when applied with symmetric preconditioners. The use of a

nonsymmetric preconditioner is inappropriate in this case.

The standard multigrid algorithm is often defined as a process which produces

a function MGk(wk, gk). Here, k is the grid level and wk, gk e Mk . The
function wk can be thought of as a given approximation to the solution uk of

(2.6) Akuk = gk.

The result of the multigrid process is to produce MGt(tí)¿, gk) e Mk , an im-

proved approximation to the solution uk = A^x gk . A standard presentation of

this algorithm is given below.

Algorithm2.1. For k=X, define MGx(wx, gx) = A7lgx. For k> X, MGk(wk,gk)
is defined in terms of AfG*-i (•, -) as follows:

(X) Set

(2.7) xk = wk + R'k(gk-Akwk).

(2) Set yk = xk + a where

(2.8) q = MGk_x(0,Qk-x(gk-Akxk)).

(3) Set MGk(wk , gk) = yk + Rk(gk - Akyk).

The first and third steps above correspond to smoothing. The second step is

a correction step. The operator R'k is the (•, •) adjoint of the operator Rk .

Many generalizations of the above algorithm exist involving more smoothing

and correction iterations [7, 11, 18, 21]. We only consider the above algorithm

since the results of this paper are most interesting in this case. We note that

the results immediately extend to more general algorithms (see the remark after

the second theorem of §3) with more than one correction step (e.g., the W-cycle

algorithm) as well as algorithms with more than one smoothing step per level.
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The above algorithm results in a very simple error reduction process. For any

k, let uk solve (2.6), vk = MGk(wk , gk), e\ = uk-wk, and e\ = uk-vk.

Note that the error ek is the resulting error after one application of the multigrid

process on the kin subspace with an initial error ek. We shall demonstrate

that these errors are related by a linear operator Fk , i.e., ekx = Fke^. This is

obviously true for k = X, where Fx = 0. Assume that ejc_l = Fk_ie®_l holds

for all wk_x, gk-i € A/fc-i . From (2.7) we have that uk - xk = Kkek , where

Kk= I -R'kAk. The function q produced in Step 2 approximates the function

ä = Ak}_lQk_l(gk - Akxk)

= Alx_xQk_\Ak(uk - xk) = Pk-i{uk - xk).

By assumption,

q-q = Fk_xä,

or

uk - xk - Q — uk - xk - {I - Fk-l)Pk-l{Uk - xk)-

Thus,

uk - yk = [{I - Pk-\) + Fk_xPk_x](uk - xk).

Finally, e\ = Kk(uk - yk), where Kk = (I - RkAk). Hence,

el = Kk[(I - Pk_x) + Fk_xPk-iWkel

Thus, we see that the errors on the ktX\ level are related by the linear operator
Fk defined by the recurrence

(2.9) Fk = Kk[(I - Pk_x) + Fk_xPk-xWk.

The multigrid process is often applied repeatedly to develop an iterative

method for solving problem (2.3). Given an initial approximation u°, sub-

sequent approximations are defined by

(2.10) ul+x =MGj(ul, g)   for/=l,....

From the above discussion, the error e! = u - ul is given by el = (Fj)le°.

Consequently, the multigrid iterative process corresponds to a linear iterative
procedure. This can be written equivalently as

(2.11) ul+x = ul + Bjn(g-Aju')

for the operator BJn = (I- Fj)Aj~x . Alternatively, this operator Bf can be

directly defined by the following algorithm.

Algorithm 2.2. Define B? = A\~x. For k > X, Bf g for g e Mk is defined as
follows :

(X) Set

(2.12) x = R'k(g).

(2) Set y = x + q, where q is given by

(2.13) q = Bk"_lQk_x(g - Akx).

(3) Set Bk"g = y + Rk(g-Aky).
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It is straightforward to show that Bk   satisfies (cf. [7])

/ - B£Ak = Kk[(I - Pk_x) + (I - Bk-xAk-.x)Pk-x}K*k

with B'k" , Bkr'_l defined by Algorithm 2.2. This shows that Fk = I-B£Ak , for

k = X, ... , J, i.e., the linear iteration (2.11) with Bf defined by Algorithm
2.2 is equivalent to the multigrid iteration (2.10). This is an important observa-

tion in that it allows the use of the multigrid process to define preconditioning

operators Bf . For example, the operator BJ can be used as a preconditioner

with the conjugate gradient method to develop more effective iteration proce-

dures in many applications. It also allows us to use the operator presentation

of Algorithm 2.2 for the analysis of the multigrid iteration.
It was shown in [9] that the error reduction operator associated with Algo-

rithm 2.2 (the standard multigrid algorithm) can be written

(/ - BfAj) = (I- Tj)(I - Tj-x) ■ ■ ■ (I - T2)(I - Tx)

{-    ) ■(I-T¡)(I-T2*)...(I-T*J_l)(I-T*J).

This identity depends upon the assumption that the subspaces are imbedded

and that one form is used to define the operators on all levels (see (2.2)).

Note that Tk is the adjoint of Tk with respect to the A(-, •) inner product.

Comparing (2.5) and (2.14) clearly shows the relation between additive and

multiplicative multilevel algorithms.

Remark 2. X. The multigrid algorithms are often defined in terms of inner prod-

ucts (•, -)k which may vary as a function of k. In this case, (•, -)k re-

places the (•, •) inner product in (2.1) and the operator Qk_x is replaced by

Q'k-x '■ Mk >-> Mk_x defined by

(Q'k-iv> V)k-i = (v, V)k       for all y/ e Mk_x.

The reason for introducing (possibly discrete) inner products on each level is

that it may appear that the projection Qk requires the inversion of Gram ma-

trices. In fact, for appropriately defined smoothers [6], this inversion is avoided

and Qk never explicitly appears in the computational algorithm [9].

3.  A GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF MULTIGRID ALGORITHMS

We provide a general theory for multigrid algorithms in this section which

is based on a number of abstract assumptions. Two of these assumptions are

different from those used in earlier analyses of multigrid algorithms. In later

sections, we will apply this theory to prove stronger results concerning the con-

vergence rate of multigrid algorithms in certain applications.

We first describe the new assumptions. The first is much weaker than the full

regularity and approximation assumption (cf. [7]). Let Xk denote the largest
eigenvalue of Ak . The new assumption is that there exists a constant Q > 1

satisfying

(3.1) A(v,v)<C0
,     J^\\AkPkv\\2A(P[v,v) + Y_i

k=2 K

for all v e Mj.
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Remark 3.1. The full regularity and approximation assumption is that there is

a constant Ck not depending on k such that

(3.2) A((I-Pk_x)u,u)<CK
\\Aku\

h
for all ue Mk.

Let v be in Mj . Taking u = Pkv in (3.2) and summing over k gives

for all v e Mj.A(v,v)<A(PxV,v) + CKtM^
k=2 Ak

Thus, (3.2) implies (3.1) in the case when Mk = Mk. In general, the converse

is not true.

The following lemma, which will be crucial in applying the general theory,

illustrates that the above assumption is much weaker than the standard full

regularity and approximation assumption.

Lemma 3.1. Let A and sé be equivalent quadratic forms on Mj . By this we

mean that there are positive constants cç, and Cx (not depending on J) satisfying

(3.3) CqA(v ,v)<sé(v,v)< CxA(v, v)      for all v e Mj.

Let sék, £Pk, ¿Pk, and Ak be the quantities defined with respect to sé corre-

sponding to Ak , Pk , Pk, and Ak . Assume that (3.1) holds. Then

(3.4)   sé(v, v)<C0cx/c0 Sé(^xv,v) + J2
k=2

\Wk&kV\

A,
for all v e Mj.

Proof. Let v be in Mj . We note that (3.1) can be rewritten as

(A7xQxAjV,Ajv)-rJ2mÍJn2
k=2 k

A(v ,v)<C0

Setting tí; = Ajv gives the equivalent inequality

(Ajxw, w) < C0

It then follows from (3.3) that

(A7xQxW,w) + J2 \Qkv>\

k=2

Cn(séj   XW , W) < CqC\ (séCxQxw,w) + j^^

k=2

for all w e Mj.

This is just a restatement of (3.4) and hence the proof is complete.   D

Remark 3.2. We allow for the constant Cn appearing in (3.1) to depend on

/. The results of the general theorems will always depend in a simple way on

this constant. We will provide applications where (3.1) can be proved with Q

independent of J, even though it is known that, for these applications, the

corresponding Ck in (3.2) must tend to infinity. It is also shown in [12] that

(3.1) holds with Co = CJ for many applications.   D
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For k = 2, ... , J, set Tk= XkxAkPk and 7\ = P\. The second assumption

is that the operator Tk is "small" when applied to functions in M¡ with I <k.

More precisely, we assume that there is a positive number e < 1 and a positive

constant C satisfying

(3.5) A(fkw,w)<(Cek-')2A(w,w)       foraXXweM¡.

Additional assumptions required for the theory are standard and will be stated

when needed. However, we note that (3.1) can be rewritten as

j

(3.6) A(v,v)<C0Y^A(Tkv,v)       foraXXveMj.
k=i

The first theorem of this section provides an estimate for the condition num-

ber associated with the additive multilevel method. For this result, we use the

following hypothesis on the smoothing operator: For k = 2, ... , J, we assume

that Rk is a symmetric operator with respect to (•, •) and satisfies

(3.7) Cx^^ < (Rkw , w) < cj^ß-       for all w e Mk.
Ak Ak

Without loss of generality, we assume that Cx < X < C2. Note that for k > X,

A{ftV,v)J^Mt,

and hence (3.7) implies

(3.8) CxA(fkv,v) < A(Tkv, v) < C2A(fkv , v)       for all v e Mj.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that Rk satisfies (3.7) and that (3.1) and (3.5) hold. Then
the condition number K(BajAj) satisfies

K(B°jAj) < (T^)
C2C(,

Cx   •

Proof. It suffices to estimate the constants Cx and c2 satisfying the inequalities

(3.9) cxA(\p, y/) <A(BjAjip, ip) < c2A(y/, y/)       for all y/& Mj.

We first bound the sum on the right-hand side of (3.6). Clearly, for y/ G Mj ,

J J     k

J2A{fkw,¥)"Y,Y,A^¥Añ-ñ-i)¥),
k=l k=l 1=1

with Pq = 0. Applying the Schwarz inequality with respect to A(Tk-, •) and

(3.5) gives that

J J     k

(3.10) Y^A(fk¥, y/) < C£5y-',4(7W, y/)x'2A((P¡ ~ P,_x)yv, y/)x'2.
k=l k=l 1=1

Let f = 1 +e + e2-\— = (1 -e)_1. Then for {ak}, {ßk} arbitrary real vectors,

the following inequality is elementary:

J      k J      k a>     J      kE E **-W, < | E E *M + £ E E *k-'ßi
(3.11) fc=1/=1

J Q?2       J

k=l ' k=l
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for n > 0. Combining (3.10) and (3.11) gives

^A(fkyi, yi) < Cr¡Y,AiTkW, v) + -^-A(y/, y/).
k=l k=l ^

Taking n = (2C)~X above and (3.6) show that

j
(3.12) C0-xA(y,, yi) < Y,A(Tk¥, y/) < C2%2A(y,, y/).

k=i

Combining (3.12) with (3.8) shows that (3.9) holds with cx = Cj/Q and c2 =

C2C2ÏÏ2. This completes the proof of the theorem.   D

The following corollary is an obvious consequence of the theorem. It shows

that we may reduce the analysis of the additive algorithm to that for any equiv-

alent quadratic form.

Corollary 3.1. Assume that Rk satisfies (3.7) and that (3.1) and (3.5) hold. Let
sé be an equivalent quadratic form on Mj (satisfying (3.3)) and 3?j be the
additive preconditioner corresponding to sé , i.e.,

j

¿$ï=sél-xQx+YJRkQk-
k=2

Then the condition number K(&fséj) is bounded independently of J.

Remark 3.3. The upper inequality of (3.7) does not hold for many smoothing

operators but it does hold for the additive point smoother (cf. [12, inequality

(4.3)]). The additive point smoother is defined on spaces Mk (of dimension

Nk ) with a nodal finite element basis {4>'k} by

A
(3.13) Rkv = Y,A{<t>k><t>ik)-\v,<pk)<Pk.

i=l

Note that the upper inequality in (3.7) fails to hold with general Rk if Rk is
too much like AT.1. In fact, the largest eigenvalue of Ba} is / when Rk = Akx,

for k = X, ... , J. This shows that the convergence of the additive multilevel

algorithm may deteriorate if the smoothers do not behave like point methods.

For example, the upper inequality in (3.7) holds for point and line relaxation

schemes but fails to hold for some block schemes. In contrast, the analysis
for the multiplicative version (standard multigrid) will not require the upper

inequality of (3.7) and no convergence deterioration can be seen in the resulting

algorithms.   G

We next provide an analysis of the multiplicative form of the multigrid al-

gorithm (Algorithm 2.1). For the multigrid algorithms, we shall also allow the
use of nonsymmetric smoothers. In this case, the lower inequality of (3.7) is

replaced by the following conditions on the smoother.

(C. 1 ) There is a constant Cr > X which does not depend on k such that the

smoothing procedure satisfies

(3.14) ^- < CR(Rku, u)      for all u e Mk.
h
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Here, Rk = (I - K*Kk)ATx (recalling that Kk = I - RkAk ). Note that (3.14)

holds with Cr = X for k = 1 since Rx = ATX . In addition, smoothers in

multigrid algorithms must be properly scaled as stated in the following condi-

tion.

(C.2) There is a constant 6 < 2 not depending on k such that

(3.15) A(Tkv , Tkv) < 6A(Tkv , v)       for all v e Mk.

Finally, Mk should be an invariant subspace under R'k . Explicitly, we require

that

(C.3) Rk = RkQk.
The above conditions are shown to hold in [6] for the smoothing operators

corresponding to many variations (including line- and point-based schemes) of
Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative procedures. It is easy to see that the lower

inequality of (3.7) implies (3.14) (with a slightly different constant) in the case

of symmetric Rk . In addition, (C.3) is automatically satisfied for symmetric

smoothers since, by definition, the range of Rk is contained in Mk .

The following theorem provides the general convergence result for the multi-

grid algorithm.

Theorem 3.2. Let Rk satisfy (C.1)-(C3) and assume that (3.1) and (3.5) hold.
Then

(3.16) 0<A((I-BjnAj)v,v)<(X-X/CM)A(v,v)      for all v e Mj

holds for

( C2e2      B   \

(3.17) Ci, = 20.(0+ (r-^^).

Proof. Set E0 = I, and for k = X, ... , J , define

Ek = (I-Tk)(I-Tk_i)-..(I-Tl).

Note that by (2.14),

A((I-Bj"Aj)v,v)=A(E}v,E}v),

and the lower inequality of (3.16) follows. The proof of the upper inequality

requires bounding the norm of E} or, equivalently, the norm of its adjoint Ej .

We first derive some identities involving the above operators.  Clearly, for

K — 1 , ...  , J ,

(3.18) Ek_x - Ek = TkEk_\,

from which it follows that

k

(3.19) I-Ek = YiTmEm-i.
m=l

It is obvious from (3.18) that

(3.20) A(Ek_\V , Ek_\v) - A(Ekv , Ekv) = A((2I - Tk)Ek_xv , TkEk_xv).

Let Tk = RkAkPk = (I- K*kKk)Pk . Clearly,

(3.21) A(TkEk_xV , Ek_xV) = A((2I - Tk)Ek_iV , TkEk_xv).
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Summing (3.20) gives that

j

(3.22) A(v , v) - A(EjV , Ejv) = ^A(TkEk_xV , Ek_xv).
k=i

Note that the upper inequality of (3.16) immediately follows if we prove that

(3.23) A(v , v) < CM[A(v , v) - A(EjV , Ejv)].

Thus, the proof reduces to showing that A(v, v) can be bounded by Cm times

the sum on the right-hand side of (3.22).
By (3.6),

j
A(v,v)<C(>YJA(Tkv,v)

k=i

(3.24) <2cAYjA(TkEk_xV,Ek_xv)
\k=i

+ Y,A(Tk(I-Ek-i)v,(I-Ek-x)v)).
k=2 J

For k = 2, ... , J, condition (C. 1 ) implies

A(fkEk_xV, Ek_xv) = WAkPkEk-M\2 < cR{RkXkpkEk_xV t AkPkEk-xv).
Ak

By (C.3), the image of Rk is in Mk and RkQk = Rk . Consequently,

(RkÄkPkEk_\V, ÄkPkEk_xv) = A(TkEk_\V, Ek_\v).

Moreover, since Tx = TX ,

j j

(3.25) ^A(TkEk_{v , Ek_xv) <CR^A(TkEk_{v,Ek_xv).
k=l k=l

For the second sum on the right-hand side of (3.24), we use (3.19) and (3.5)

to get

J J   k-l k-l

Y^A(fk(v - Ek_xv), v - Ek_xv) = E E E A(TkTiEi-iV , TmEm_xv)
k=2 k=2 1=1 m=l

J   k-l k-l

^TEE^"'^^'-'^ T,E,_xv)xi2A(TmEm-xV, TmEm^v)^2
k=2 1=1 m=l

p;?    J   k-l k-l

^^Y.Y.Y.^"1""^7^-^^ T,E,_xv) + A(TmEm_xV, TmEm-xv)].
k=2 1=1 m=l

It suffices to bound either of the two terms on the right-hand side above.  By
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(C.2),

Y,Yáy£¿lk-l-mA{TlEl.xV,TlEl.xV)
fc=2 1=1 m=l

J   k-l

< 0ef EE^"'^7^/-^' El-xV)
k=2 1=1

J-l     J

= 0£rE E ek-'A(T,Ei_xV,Ei_xV)
1=1 k=l+l

J-l

<9e2^2Y/A(T!E,_xV,El_xv).
i=i

Using (C.2) and (3.21) gives that

A(T,E,_xV , Et_xv) < (2 - d)-xA(T,E,_xV, E^v).

Thus,

j

Y,A(fk(v - Ek_xv), v - Ek_xv)
(3.26) k=1

CV      9    J~x    -

^ (1 _ e)2 ? - ft ^ A{-TkEk-i^ . Ek-iv).
y ' k=l

Combining (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26) shows that (3.23) holds with Cm given
by (3.17). This completes the proof of the theorem.   D

Remark 3.4. The above theorem holds for many generalizations of the multigrid

algorithm given in Algorithm 2.1. For example, it holds for W-cycle and other
algorithms which use more than one iteration for the coarse-grid correction
(Step 2). The proof follows from an argument given in §2 of [9]. The result

also holds for algorithms which use more smoothings per grid level as long as

one alternates between Rk and R'k (see, [6, 11]). The modification to the
proof is minor and illustrated in the proof of Theorem 4.3 of [6]. Finally, an

analogous contraction result holds for nonsymmetric cycling algorithms where

smoothing is only done either before or after the correction step, i.e., Step 1 or

Step 3 is skipped.

4. The quasi-uniform finite element approximation

In this section, we verify the hypotheses for the general multigrid theory in

the case of a model second-order elliptic problem. We first describe the model

problem and its finite element approximation. In particular, a nested sequence

of quasi-uniform approximation spaces are defined in a standard fashion. Next,

some notation concerning Sobolev spaces and the corresponding norms is pro-
vided. Finally, the conditions (3.1) and (3.5) are shown to hold with constants

that are independent of the mesh parameters. Application of the general the-
ory of the previous section then implies that the multilevel algorithms converge

with rates that are independent of the number of levels, even in many examples

which do not satisfy full elliptic regularity.
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Let Q be a bounded domain in Rd with polygonal boundary dQ. We will
include the case when fi c R2 is a domain with a crack. We consider the

Dirichlet problem

Lu = f      in Q,
4.1 J

K     ' u = 0      ondii,

where
d

Lv=-^.Ma"w) + av.

Let Í2 = (J Q/, for a fixed number of subdomains {£l¡}, where each Q/ has a

Lipschitz continuous boundary. For each i,j,l assume that a¡j is in Wj(Cl¡)

for some y e (0, 1/2) and p > d/y. Here, Wpr(Si) is the Sobolev space of

order y defined in terms of the norm LP(ÇÏ) (cf. [17]). This condition implies

that the coefficients are continuous on Q/ but may jump across the boundaries.

In the case of the additive multilevel algorithm, this assumption can be replaced

by the assumption that the functions a,; are in L°°(Q). We further assume

that the matrix {a¡j(x)} is uniformly positive definite almost everywhere. In

addition, we assume, for simplicity, that a(x) e L°°(£2) is nonnegative.

Remark 4.1. We impose Dirichlet boundary conditions in the above problem

for simplicity. The techniques provided in this section can also be applied to

problems with mixed boundary conditions. An example of such an application

is given at the end of this section.   D

The form A(-, •) is defined for this example by the generalized Dirichlet

form corresponding to (4.1), i.e.,

,* ̂  ,, v^   Í      dv dw  ,        f
(4.2) A(v,w)= >     / a¡j-—-—dx+ / avwdx.

~f=x Jn     ÖXi dxJ Jn

This is defined for all v and w in the Sobolev space HX(D.) (the space of

distributions with square-integrable first derivatives).

Note that by the assumptions on the coefficients in (4.1), the quadratic form
A(-, •) is uniformly equivalent to the form corresponding to the constant-

coefficient operator -A. Thus, for the purpose of proving (3.1), it suffices to

consider the case of the Laplacian. We will assume that there is an a in (0, 1]

such that solutions u of (4.1) with L = -A satisfy the following regularity
estimate :

(4.3) IM|1+a<C||y|Ul+Q.

Here, ||-||-i+a is the interpolated norm between L2(Q) and //~'(Q) (the dual

of H0X(Q) ). Thus, we assume that the domain results in some elliptic regularity

for smooth coefficient problems (but not necessarily full elliptic regularity). This

assumption is weak, since (4.3) may not hold for any a > 0 for equations with

bad coefficients. Such an inequality holds for plane domains with polygonal

boundaries, including domains with cracks (cf. [15]).

We shall consider the case of quasi-uniform finite element approximation of

the solution of (4.1 ). To define the approximation spaces, we will first define the
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underlying mesh partitioning. We assume that a unit-size coarse finite element

partitioning of the original domain Q is given ( Q = (J r\ ). For example, we
take this partitioning in terms of triangles in the case of two spatial dimensions.

For examples of such constructions see [14].
Associated with the mesh partitioning, we are given a rule for refinement. For

example, in two dimensions, a triangle can be refined into four by connecting

the midpoints of the edges.
The mesh triangulations can now be defined by mathematical induction. The

coarse triangulation defined above provides the first grid {rx}. Given that a

grid {t^_j} has been defined, the grid {rk} is defined by refining {rk_x} using

the refinement rule. We assume that the mesh size of the kin triangulation is

on the order of Sk for fixed ô < X.
The finite element space Mk is defined to be a space of piecewise polynomial

functions with respect to the mesh {r'k} which are continuous on Q and vanish

on dQ (cf. [1, 14]). Note that a nodal finite element basis is not required

for the application of this section. In the present example, Mk = Mk , i.e., we

smooth on all functions of Mk . The simplest two-dimensional case is when Mk

consists of functions which are piecewise linear with respect to the triangulation

and the refinements are defined by breaking triangles into four by connecting

the midpoints of the edges.
We next define the Galerkin approximation to the solution of (4.1). Multi-

plying (4.1) by a smooth function <j> which vanishes on dQ., and integrating

by parts, gives that u satisfies

A(u,4>) = (f,<t>).

Here, (•, •) denotes the L2(Q) inner product. The Galerkin approximation to

u is the unique function uj e Mj satisfying

(4.4) A(uj ,y/) = (f,y/)       for all y/ e Mj.

We shall analyze the multilevel iterative methods of §2 for solving (4.4).

To verify the hypotheses of §3, we require some notation for norms in Sobolev

spaces.  Let s be a nonnegative real number and ||-||   ~ denote the Sobolev

norm of order 5 on a domain Q (cf. [17, 19]). The Q will be left out of this

notation when Q = Q, and the 5 will be left out in the case of L2(Q)  (5 = 0).

Remark 4.2. The above assumptions on the mesh sizes imply that Xk (where

Ak is defined by (2.2)) is on the order of S~2k .

Remark 4.3. For this example, it was shown in [12] that (3.1) holds with Co =

CJ. The next lemma improves this bound and shows that (3.1) holds with

Co = C (independent of J ). This inequality was proved earlier in [22] using

Besov space techniques. We base our proof on the well-known fact that a wide

class of domains give rise to elliptic regularity.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that (4.3) holds for L = -A and some a € (0, 1]. Then,
for general L, there exists a positive constant Co not depending on the number

of mesh levels J such that (3.1) holds.

Proof. Here and in the remainder of this paper, we shall use c with or without

subscript to denote a generic positive constant. Such constants will always be
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independent of the number of levels in the multilevel algorithm.  As already

observed, by Lemma 3.1, it suffices to prove (3.1) with L = -A. Clearly, for
W € Mj ,

J

A(w, w) = A(w, Qxw) + E (AkPkw, (Qk - Qk-x)w)
k=2

^\\AkPkw\\2^x/2
<{a(PxW,W) + ±^Ï-)

w
1/2

k=2

' A(QxW,Qxw) + Y,h\\{Qk-Qk-i)
k=2

Consequently, it suffices to show that

j

(4.5) A(QxW, Qxw) + E^IKßfc - Ö*-iM|2 < cA(w , w).
k=2

The following approximation and boundedness properties for the operators

{Qk} are well known: For v e H¿(Cl),

(4.6)
\\(Qk - Qk-i)v\\2 <c*.ZlA(v,v)   fork = 2,... ,J,

A(QkV , QkV) < cA(v , v)   for k= X, ... , J.

In addition, it is well known that (4.3) and the approximation properties of the

finite element spaces imply that

(4.7) ||(/ - /ViH*_a < c\-kaA((I - Pk_x)v , v).

Here we have used the fact that Xk < chk2 for this application. From (4.6), it
suffices to bound the terms appearing in the sum on the left-hand side of (4.5).

Let ß satisfy 0 < ß < a. Then

,2

EA*ii(ß*-ß*-iMi2 = E^
(4.8)

k=2 k=2

Y,(Qk-Qk-i){Pt-ñ-i)w
l=k

< EA* (Ex7ß) (EA? W(Qk - Qk-i)(Pi -P,-iM\2) .
k=l        \l=k )   \l=k )

By Remark 4.2, the first sum over / above is bounded by ckk ß. Thus, the

boundedness of Qk on L2(il), the first inequality of (4.6), and interpolation

gives

j j j

E^IKß* - Qk-iM\2 < cY.K'ß EAf IIW - p'-^w\l-a-

k=2 k=2 l=k

Applying (4.7) and changing the order of summation gives

j j j

Y,*k\\(Qk-Qk-i)w\\2<cY,K~ßY,xi~aA«p>-pi-^w>w)
k=2 k=2

J

l=k

= cYJ^ßraA((Pi-Pi-x)w,w)YJK~ß-
1=2 k=2
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Since a is greater than ß , Remark 4.2 implies that the sum over k above is

bounded by a constant times X°[~ß . Thus,

j j

EA*IKÖ* - Ô/c-iMI2 < c^A((P, - P,-x)w, w) < cA(w, w).
k=2 1=2

This completes the proof of the lemma.   D

Remark 4.4. We note that replacing (Qk - Qk-x) by {I - Qk-i) in (4-8) and
following the proof of the lemma gives that

j

Y,W-Qk-i)w\\2<cA(w,w).
k=2

This inequality will be used in §5.   G

The next lemma provides a proof of (3.5) for the application described above.

Lemma 4.2. Let I be less than or equal to k. Then there is a constant C not

depending on the mesh parameters satisfying

(4.9) A(fkv,v)<C(hk/hi)2^A(v,v)      for all v e M¡.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.2 is based on the following lemma. Its proof will

be given after the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant c such that for all n > 0, </> e HX(Q) and
yteHl+r(0),

(4.10) \A(<p, yr)\ < c(n~x \\<t>\\2 + r,^1^ \\<j>\\2)1'2 \\y/\\l+y.

Assuming Lemma 4.3, we now complete the proof of Lemma 4.2. Let w G

M¡. We clearly have that for k > 2,

By Lemma 4.3,

\A(w, 0)| < c(n-x M2 + qr/V-r) ||0||2)'/2 \\w\\l+y

<c(n~x + ny^x-^hk2)xi2U\\\M\x+y

Taking n = /<2.(1~'') and using the inverse property (see the Appendix of [11]

for a proof)

\\w\\l+y < chfy Ww^

gives

(4.12) Mw.tilKch^+'hj-'MUM.

Inequality (4.9) follows combining (4.11), (4.12) and the fact that Xk > chk2 .
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.   D

Proof of Lemma 4.3. This lemma was essentially given in [5] and we will follow

its proof. However, the version stated here gives a somewhat more explicit form
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of the bounds and requires less regularity on the coefficients than that of Lemma
4.1 of [5].

Let </) be in HX(Q) and y/ be in Hx+y(Q). There is no problem bounding

the lowest-order term of (4.2). We need only consider the derivative terms in

(4.2). Fix /, and let E¡ denote the extension operator defined on L2(Q¡) given

by Theorem 1.4.3.1 of [17]. For a function v defined on Q¡, let v denote the

extension of v by zero to Rd . Since y < 1/2, Corollary 1.4.4.5 of [17] gives
that the norm

Thus,

I^IIip'ïR'O is equivalent to the norm \\v\\? n/ for all v£Hy(CL¡).

L d</> dip

ill~,Jdx~idXj
dx=\¥

V   dXi
*(<

where 9~ denotes the Fourier transform. By the Schwarz inequality,

d<t> dipI ,JdXidXj
dx

(4.13) <c a ICI2
^(i + KI2)5'

|^(E,0)(f)|2rfC
1/2 dip

<dxj y,n,

<c(n -l \2 + n^x- HWt)2x1/2 dip

dXi

where n > 0 is arbitrary. For the last inequality, we used Theorem 1.4.4.2

of [17], which states that multiplication by a¡j e Wpy(Cl¡) for p > d/y is a

bounded operator on Hy(n¡). The lemma immediately follows by summing
over /.   D

Remark 4.5. A more constructive proof of Lemma 4.2 is possible in the case

of smooth coefficients and nodal finite element approximation spaces. In this

case, one proves directly that

A(Tkw, w) < c(hk/h¡)A(w , w)

holds for Tk = RkAkPk , with Rk defined by (3.13). The lemma then follows
with y = 1/2 from

2

^- < c(Rkv , v)       for all v e Mk ,
Xk

which is a general smoothing property proved in [6].

Combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 with Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and Corollary 3.1
gives the following theorems.

Theorem 4.1. Let Ba} be defined by (2.4) with A(-, •), (•>•)> and {Mk, Mk}
as described in this section. Assume that Rk (which is symmetric) satisfies (3.7).

Then the condition number K(B"Aj) is bounded by a constant which is inde-

pendent of J.

Theorem 4.2. Let BJ  be defined by Algorithm 2.1 with A(-, •),  (•,•), and

{Mk, Mk} as described in this section. Assume that Rk satisfies (C.1)-(C3).
Then

(4.14)       0<A((I-B],Aj)v,v)<(X-X/Cm)A(v,v)      forallveMj.

The constant Cm in (4.14) is independent of J.
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Remark 4.6. A uniform result similar to the upper estimate in Theorem 4.1 in

the case of Rk defined by (3.13) was announced by Zhang at the Fifth Inter-

national Symposium on Domain Decomposition Methods [23]. In addition, a

version of Theorem 4.1 is proved in [22] using Besov-space equivalences.

Remark 4.7. The results of this section hold for many applications with mixed

boundary conditions. We illustrate this by considering a simple example. Specif-

ically, we consider (4.1) with £2 = (0, 1) x (0, 2) but with the boundary con-

ditions

2— = 0 on TN,
dv

u = 0 on dQ/TN.

Here, TN is the line segment {(1, y) \y € (1, 2)} and ^ denotes the outward

conormal derivative on tV . There is no problem with the proof of Lemma 4.2

in this case since the basic ingredient in the proof, Lemma 4.3 does not depend

on boundary conditions. Furthermore, the resulting form A(-, •) is equivalent

to that corresponding to the Laplacian (with boundary condition du/dn = 0
on T/v ). The Laplacian with this boundary condition satisfies (4.3) for any a

in (0, 1/2). Thus, Lemma 4.1 holds.

5. General mesh refinement

In this section, we apply the general theory to an approximation which uti-

lizes a locally refined mesh. Such mesh refinements are convenient for accurate

modeling of problems with various types of singular behavior. For simplicity,

we will consider the piecewise linear finite element approximation, although we

will allow a very general form of refinement.
As in the previous section, we consider problem (4.1) and start with a coarse

triangulation. The refinement triangulation {t^} is defined in terms of a se-

quence of (open) mesh domains

Qy C Qj_l Ç ■•    Çiîi=a

The only restrictions on the mesh domains {£lk} are that the boundary of Q^ ,

for k > X, consists of edges of mesh triangles in the mesh {xlk _,} , and that there

is at least one edge of {t¿_,} contained in Qk . These mesh domains control

the region of refinement. If xk_x is a triangle contained in £lk , then it is broken

into four smaller triangles (in the triangulation {x'k} ) by the lines connecting the

midpoints of the edges. Alternatively, if r'k _, is in the complement of Clk , then

it is not subdivided but is directly included into the kth triangulation. A simple

example of this construction is the case of a unit square with local refinement

near the corner (1,1). In this case, we take £lk — Q for k = 1, ... , j and

nk = [X-2k~J, l]x[l~2*-'\ 1] for k = j+X,... ,J.
We consider the piecewise linear finite element approximation, although

many extensions are possible. The space Mk is defined to be the set of piece-

wise linear functions with respect to the mesh {r'k} which are continuous on Q

and vanish on dQ. The continuity condition implies that the finer grid nodes

on a coarse-fine boundary are slave nodes in the sense that the values of the
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function there are completely determined by the values of the function on the

nearby coarse grid points.

For this application, if £lk-x ^ Qk, then the subspace Mk on which we

smooth is a proper nonzero subspace of Mk . In fact, we define Mk to be the

functions in Mk which are zero outside of Qk . Thus, we smooth on a given

level just in the region where new nodes are being added in the refinement

scheme.
For this application, there is no difficulty in proving (3.5). The largest eigen-

value of Mk is on the order of hk2, where hk is the size of the smallest

triangle defining the mesh of Mk . The argument given in the proof of Lemma

4.2 applies with little change and gives that (3.5) holds with a uniform constant

C.
To apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we need to prove (3.1). By Lemma 3.1, we

need only consider the case when the coefficients defining L are smooth. Let

Mk denote the quasi-uniform finite element space obtained from refining over

the entire domain at each level starting with {t'J , that is, the quasi-uniform

space resulting from the above construction with Ú = Qi = Ci2 = • ■ ■ = Clj . Let

Qk denote the (•, •) orthogonal projection onto Mk . A sequence of operators

@k : Mj *-* Mk was constructed in [9] (see the sequence {Qk} defined in §5 of

[9]) which satisfy

( 1 )   S,j is the identity.

(2) The range of Sk - &k-x is contained in Mk .
(3) The inequalities

\\(I-&k)v\\ <c\\(I-Qk)v

A(SxV ,S\v) <cA(v, v)

hold for all v e Mj and with constant c independent of k and J

Following the proof of Lemma 4.1, for we Mj , we have

j

A(w, w) = A(w , @xw) + Y,(AkP~kW, MSk - &k-i)w)
fe=2

J_ II Í. P.,„l|2\ 1/2

/ I ,\i/:
U(Sxw,Siw) + Y,kkWk-Sk.x)w\\2)
^ k=2 '

Consequently, it suffices to show that

j

(5.1) A(&xw, (fxw) + J2hMk - @k-i)wf < cA(w , w).
k=2

Clearly, by (3),

\\{Sk - Sk-x)wf < 2 [\\(I - d?k)w\\2 + ||(7 - ^_,)^||2]

<c\\(I-Qk-x)w\\2.
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Thus,
J

A(^xW,^xw) + Y,hmk-^k-iM\2
k=2

< c(a(w , w) + E^|(7 -Qk-i)wf).
^ k=2 '

Inequality (5.1) follows from Remark 4.4. This shows that (3.1) holds for the
refinement application of this section.

We can combine the above observations with Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and Corollary

3.1 to get:

Theorem 5.1. Let B« be defined by (2.4) with A(-, •), (•,•). and {Mk,Mk}
as described in this section. Assume that Rk (which is symmetric) satisfies (3.7).

Then the condition number K(BjAj) is bounded by a constant which is inde-

pendent of J.

Theorem 5.2. Let Bf be defined by Algorithm 2.1 with A(-, •),  (•,•), and

{Mk, Mk) as described in this section. Assume that Rk satisfies (C.1)-(C3).

Then

(5.2)       0<A((I-BJnAj)v,v)<(X-X/CM)A(v,v)      forallveMj.

The constant Cm in (5.2) is independent of J .

6. A CURVED BOUNDARY APPLICATION

In this section, we consider applying the theory developed earlier to a finite

element approximation of a boundary value problem with a curved boundary.

To remain in the framework of nested spaces, we consider coarser-grid multi-

grid spaces Mk which vanish in a neighborhood of order hk of the domain
boundary. Even though these spaces provide a poor approximation, we will

show that they lead to multigrid algorithms which converge with uniform rates

of reduction.
For convenience, we shall consider a convex domain in R2 with smooth

boundary. Many extensions are possible. We will consider problem (4.1 ) with

the same assumptions on the coefficients as made in §4. The form A(-, •) is

defined by (4.2). We also assume that (4.3) holds for L = -A and some a in

(0,1].
We start with a coarse approximate triangulation {t',} of Q. By construc-

tion, a node will be either in the interior of Q or on dQ. Without loss of

generality, we assume that no triangle of {t',} has all three vertices on 9fi.

The triangulation {x'k} will be defined from {t^._,} as follows:

(1) If t[_, is a triangle with two vertices in Q then x'k_[ is broken into

four finer-grid triangles by the lines connecting the centers of the edges.

(2) A triangle x'k_x with two vertices on dQ. results in four finer-grid trian-

gles as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The new boundary point is the midpoint

along the boundary arc between the two boundary vertices of x'k_{ .

Note that not all triangles in {x'k_,} can be written as the union of the

triangles in {xlk} . As a consequence, we will define the coarser multilevel spaces

k < J in a different manner than that used for the finest space.
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M-l) H}

Figure 6.1. The mesh refinement near the boundary

We use the above grid strategy to define the sequence of approximation

meshes up to J and define £lk to be the interior of |J/ x'k . The fine-grid

approximation space Mj is a space of piecewise linear functions with respect

to {x'j} which are continuous on Qj and vanish on d£lj .

For k < J, let Mk denote the analogous space of piecewise linear functions
which are defined in terms of the triangulation {x'k} . Let Q£ , for k < J,

be the interior of the union of the closures of triangles of {x'k} which do not

have vertices on 9fi. The spaces Mk for k < J, to be used in the multigrid

algorithm, are defined by

(6.1) Mk = {4>eMk\suM4>)€Q°k}.

Because of the convexity of £2_, it is easy to see that £lk ç Q for k = X, ... , J .

Consequently, functions in Mk extended by zero are in 770 (^) • Thus, we shall

consider the spaces Mk and Mk as being contained in 770' (Í2). Moreover, the

triangles of {t^_,} in Í20. can be written as the union of triangles in {x'k} .

This implies that the multigrid spaces defined by (6.1) are nested, i.e.,

Mx cM2C---cMjCH¿(íi).

The argument of Lemma 4.2 goes through without change for this application.
To apply the theory of §4, we need only prove (3.1). From the proof of Lemma

4.1, it clearly suffices to prove the inequalities (4.6) and (4.7) for this application.

To this end, we introduce the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. Let Çln denote the strip {x e Í21 dist(x, 9Í2) < n} and 0 < s <

1/2. Then for all v e HX+S(Q),

(6.2) INi.o.^tti'Hi.w

In addition, for v e TT^fi),

(6.3) ||v||n, <ci/||u||,.

Proof. Note that if co'1 is a reference square of side length n , then

\\w\\l<n2/2 f  \Vw\2dx
J(Dl
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holds for all functions w vanishing on one edge of a)* . Inequality (6.3) then

easily follows by the use of local maps. A relatively straightforward interpolation

argument (see Chapter 1, Section 15 of [ 19]) using the real method [ 19] between

(6.3) and the trivial inequality \\w\\a^ < \\w\\ gives that (for 5 ^ 1/2)

(6.4) \\w\\r»<c(s)ns\\w\\s    foraXXweH^Q).

By Corollary 1.4.4.5 of [17], /Jg(Q) = Hs(0) for s < 1/2. Let v e HX+S(Q).
Applying (6.4) to v and the first derivatives of v implies (6.2). This completes
the proof of the lemma.   G

We next prove (4.7). Note that by Lemma 3.1, we need only prove (4.7)

for A(-, •) corresponding to the Laplacian. Let a e (0, 1/2) be such that (4.3)

holds. Based on the standard finite element duality argument (cf., [1, 14]), (4.7)

will follow if we show that for all w e 771+a(Q) n 770' (Q),

(6.5) ||(/-P*_0w||,<cAr/2IMIi+„-

Fix w in 771+Q(Í2) n 77q(Q) . Let x denote the function in Mk_\ which in-

terpolates w on the nodes of Í20. ¡ and x be the function in MK-x which

interpolates w at the nodes of £lk-x. From the definition of 7\_i, we imme-

diately have that

A((I - Pk_x)w, (I - Pk-x)w) <A(w-x,w-x)

< c(\\w -Xllî.no, + II* - Xll?,n°_, + IMIi.axnt,)-

Applying the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma and well-known techniques, we conclude

that

(6-7) H™-XllU-, <<^aIMI.+Q-

Note that / — x is a mesh function (in Mk_x) which vanishes on all nodes

except those on dü,°k_l . Consequently,

(6.8) llX-Xllî.no    <cE*(*/)2,
JC,

where the sum is taken over the nodes x¡ of Mk_x on 9Q£ , . Let Q^-i =

ßfc-i\^_i • Then (6.7) and (6.8) imply that

<cifô\\w\\\^ + \\w\\\^   ).

Applying Lemma 6.1 gives

(6.10) llt»llî,Q\nî_ <^2a||u;|
2
l+a

Combining (6.6), (6.7), (6.9) and (6.10) proves (6.5), i.e., (4.7) holds for this

application.
We now prove (4.6). By the triangle inequality, the first inequality will follow

if we can show that for all v e Mj ,

(6.11) \\(I-Qk)v\\2<cX7xA(v,v)     fork=X,... ,J -X.
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Let Qk denote the L2(ilk) orthogonal projector onto the space Mk. By using

the interpolant, it is easy to prove that

\\(I-Qk)v\\hk<chk+a\\v\\2+a

for all v € 7701(Q)n771+a(Q). Interpolating (using the real method [19]) between

this inequality and the trivial inequality

\\(I-QkMk <\\vf

gives

ll(/ - Qk)v\\ak < rtkl Nil    for all v e T70'(Q).

Fix v e T70'(Q) and let 6k denote the function in Mk which interpolates Qkv

at the nodes in £2°.. Then, Lemma 6.1 and the triangle inequality give

ii(/-e*H2<ii^-0fcii2

< c(||(7 - Q.Mlo + \\Qkv - ^Ißo + ||v||^no)

< c(Xkx \\v\\] + \\Qkv - 0*11*0 + A*1 IM|2)-
k

The difference Qkv - 6k is a mesh function which vanishes on the nodes of

Q0. and hence

\\Qkv - ek\\2al < ch\ E(ß^(^))2 < c\\QkvfaiXClX

< c{\\Qkv - v||^NOo + IMInAi2o) < cXkx \\v\\2.

The sum on x, above is over the nodes on dQ® .  Combining the above in-

equalities proves (6.11).

We finally prove the second inequality of (4.6). Fix v e T70'(Q) and let 6k

denote the L2(Qk) orthogonal projection of v onto the space of discontinuous

piecewise linear functions with respect to the triangulation {x'k}. Note that

\\v-êk\\2ak<cXTl\\v\\lak,

(6-12) E   «,r<^NlU.
nc£i*

Consequently, by (6.11) and (6.12),

E HÖ* - (Mî.tj < chWk - QkV\\2ak < cA(v,v).
rica*

The second inequality of (4.6) follows by the triangle inequality and the second

inequality of (6.12).
Since (4.6) and (4.7) are valid, the argument proving Lemma 4.1 implies that

(3.1) holds for this application. Applying the theory of §3 gives the following

theorems.

Theorem 6.1. Let B]  be defined by (2.4) with A(-, •),  (•,•). and {Mk}  as

described in this section. Set Mk = Mk for k = 2, ... , J. Assume that Rk
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(which is symmetric) satisfies (3.7). Then the condition number K(BjAj) is

bounded by a constant which is independent of J.

Theorem 6.2. Let Bf be defined by Algorithm 2.1 with A(-, •), (•,•). and

{Mk} as described in this section. Set Mk = Mk for k = 2, ... , J. Assume

that Rk satisfies (C.1)-(C3). Then

(6.13)        0<A((I-Bj"Aj)v,v)<(X-X/CM)A(v,v)   forallveMj.

The constant Cm in (6.13) is independent of J.

Remark 6.1. Clearly, the techniques of §§5 and 6 could be combined to yield

similar results for problems with curved boundaries and nonuniform mesh re-

finements.
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